Dreams of Pythagoras
Pythagoras falls into a deep sleep and dreams of all the progenies of his original idea.
These paintings represent what he would have seen in the internal chalkboard of his
mind. Pythagoras saw mathematics in everything; I agree.
Pythagoras of Samos (c. 570 BC – c. 495 BC) was a Greek philosopher, mathematician,
music theorist, and someone who inspires my love of the polar coordinate system.
This system provides me with a framework for looking at relationships between
equations and shapes, and developing visual models to express my ideas.
My favorite geometric progeny of Pythagoras is the limacon, a beautiful snail-like shape
with an elegant interior and exterior curvature. This form was studied by the painter and
mathematician Albrecht Durer (1471 – 1528), and I find its polar equation and geometric
form fascinating as well as a perfect structure for telling different stories in my life.
The first story I explore comes from the poem “Song of the Seven Hearted Boy” by
Federico Garcia Lorca. By playing with the polar equation for limacons, I create a
representational model for the boy’s seven changing hearts.
The second story involves my varying two parameters in a limacon equation, rendering a
graceful model of identity; a visual representation of Carl Jung’s continuum of
consciousness.
In the third story, I see the geometric qualities of a limacon as the optimal model for
explaining how two bodies orbit, find each other, and continue together over time. This
mapping also describes how two humans move through life, trying first to find their other
half and then to remain fused together over time. In my paintings, I represent the
relationship between Achilles and Patroclus as two limacons, circling each other, trying
to find - and ultimately create – one new orbit together.
In these paintings, I use the limacon model to imagine the boy in Lorca’s poem
recognizing the continuum of consciousness, coming to an understanding of his own
identity, recalibrating his orbit, and finding the other half to complete his own heart.
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